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Abstract—Separating the individual sources with less differ-
entiating features and random time overlaps in a superposition
is a challenging problem that arises in many scenarios. Disag-
gregating low sampled smart meter data is one such important
and interesting use case. In this paper, a novel joint optimization
formulation using Transform Learning (TL) assisted with Graph
Signal Processing (GSP) is presented to reconstruct the individual
operational waveforms of the electrical loads. Data-driven trans-
forms are utilized to learn the individual load characteristics.
Treating the transform coefficients as load activations, graph
signal smoothness is exploited to estimate the coefficients in the
test phase using the coefficients learnt during the training phase.
The requisite optimization formulation and the derivation of the
necessary update steps are presented. The efficacy of the proposal
is demonstrated by the load identification and consumption
estimation results obtained for residential load disaggregation,
considering both real and simulated data along with comparisons
against some of the recent works in this domain.

Index Terms—Transform Learning, Dictionary Learning,
Graph Signal Processing, Electrical Load Disaggregation

I. INTRODUCTION

Electrical load disaggregation can be viewed as a source
separation problem where, given the aggregate power measure-
ments, it is required to detect the individual loads in operation
and estimate their power consumption. Disaggregation results
can be used to host a lot of applications which are beneficial
to both utilities and consumers [1]. It also helps in reducing
the carbon footprint by increasing the awareness among the
consumers about their energy consumption. Being an impor-
tant component of energy management in the emerging power
systems, it has been a topic of research in the recent past.
A lot of algorithms for load disaggregation or Non Intrusive
Load Monitoring (NILM) exist in literature [2]–[6].

Most of the NILM techniques work well when the sampling
intervals of the aggregate power measurements is low i.e. ≤
10 seconds. However, when the sampling intervals increases
to order of minutes, e.g. 15 or 30 minutes, the disaggregation
of loads becomes very difficult [7]. This is because at such
low sampling intervals, no prominent events and signatures
associated with different loads operation are observed. The
current smart meters capture aggregate power measurements at
15 or 30 minute intervals. With their rapid installation, there is
a need to process this data to extract useful information about
the loads, particularly the high power consuming loads. This

information can help in power planning for the aggregators
and energy saving for the consumers.

Very limited work exist in literature that work on the
low sampled power measurements [8]–[11]. A knowledge
based approach is presented in [8] which extracts spatial and
temporal characteristics from the 15 minute sampled aggregate
power data to classify loads broadly into different loads
categories. Another work describes a Discriminative Sparse
Coding (DDSC) method that uses dictionaries to learn the
load characteristics [9]. Here, load disaggregation is carried
out using hourly sampled power measurements. But, the load
detection is poor since it is biased by the instances of load
operation used during training the dictionaries. This method
requires a lot of training data to learn all the instances of load
operation which is practically not possible. Recently, few re-
searchers have explored graph based methods utilizing Graph
Signal Processing (GSP) techniques for carrying disaggrega-
tion [10], [12]. These methods are based on the assumption
that the individual load signals are piece-wise smooth with
respect to the graph created using aggregate measurements. A
graph regularization based approach is presented in [12] for
detecting loads from 1 minute sampled power measurements.
This work is extended in [10], where graph signal smoothness
based label propagation is utilized for both load identification
and consumption estimation using 15 minutes aggregate power
data.

Load disaggregation comprises of both load identification
and consumption estimation from the aggregate power signal.
In order to produce good disaggregation results, the algorithms
should be good both at load detection and load operational
waveform reconstruction, from which consumption can be
estimated. Learning a good representation of loads is very
much necessary to disaggregate loads in the low sampled
case. Since the representation learning techniques learn the
load characteristics, they are able to detect the loads more
accurately [9], [11]. The graph based methods, on the other
hand, are able to pick up the load operation times with good
accuracy [10], [12]. A hybrid of these two techniques utilizing
the dictionary representation (DLwG) is shown to perform well
both at load detection and consumption estimation [11]. Trans-
form Learning (TL) is another technique used for learning
representation from the data. In literature, it has been used
in various domains and has shown to produce state-of-the-
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art results in a lot of applications [13]–[15]. Compared to
dictionary, transforms are known to have superior performance
with less computational complexity as brought out in [16]–
[18].

Owing to the mentioned advantages, systematically com-
bining transform representation of the loads with the graph
approach for accurately extracting the load timing operation,
emerges as a sensible novel proposal to carry out low-sampling
electrical load disaggregation. This approach, referred to as
TLwG, is analytically formulated in this paper and the neces-
sary algorithmic steps are derived. The approach is tested with
15 and 30 minutes sampled aggregate power measurements
using simulated and real dataset. Comparisons with the state-
of-art dictionary counterpart (DLwG) [11], DDSC [9] and
the GSP technique [10] showed that the proposed technique
performs better than these methods in some of the cases; no
appreciable degradation in others.

Towards providing the necessary details of the method, the
paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the details
of the proposed technique with the optimization formulation
followed by the derivation of the closed form updates of the
parameters. Section 3 provides the experimental results and
discussion. Finally, Section 4 concludes the work.

II. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

The proposed TLwG method involves an analytical formu-
lation combining transform based representation learning and
graph signal smoothness to arrive at robust disaggregation
results. This method has a training phase where, transforms
are learnt for the different loads using the load-specific data.
In the test phase, the loads are estimated in an iterative manner
by exploiting the graph signal smoothness property. The details
of the two phases are presented in the subsequent sections.

A. Training Phase

Let the aggregate power measurements be given as X̄
∈ RT×N , where N are the number of days and T are the
measurements taken in a day. It is split into training and test
data X̄ = [X̄train|X̄test]. In the training phase, the individual
load waveforms given by Xm ∈ RT×n are known, where
n < N for the different loads of interest m = 1, ...,M . The
aggregate training power data can be expressed as:

X̄train =

M∑
m=1

Xm +B (1)

where B includes other low power base loads not considered
in M .

Individual load representations are learnt in form of trans-
form Tm utilizing the load-specific power data Xm with the
following formulation:

TmXm = Zm (2)

where Tm ∈ RK×T is the data-driven transform that is
learnt with K atoms and Zm

train ∈ RK×n are the transform
coefficients. The sparse representation of the loads are learnt
by enforcing sparsity on the coefficients Zm

train using the
following formulation [16]:

min
Tm,Zm

train
‖TmXm−Zm

train‖2F+λ(‖Tm‖2F−log det Tm)

+ µ‖Zm
train‖0 (3)

where, the second term controls the condition number and
prevents trivial solutions of Tm (see [14] for more details) and
the third term involves the `0 norm that enforces sparsity on
the learnt coefficients Zm

train. The closed form updates for
Tm and Zm

train is obtained by using alternate minimization
following the approach given in [14]. The update for Zm

train

is expressed as:
Zm

train = (abs(TmXm) ≥ µ)� TmXm (4)

where the term in the bracket is hard thresholded against
the value µ and ’�’ denotes the element-wise product. The
transform update is obtained by solving:

Tm←min
Tm

‖TmXm−Zm
train‖2F +λ(‖Tm‖2F−log det Tm).

(5)
Cholesky decomposition followed singular value decomposi-
tion is used to obtain the update for Tm, again, following [14].
The main steps are given below:

XmXm
T + λI = LLT (6)

L−1Xm(Zm
train)T = USV T . (7)

The requisite transform update is obtained as:
Tm = 0.5V (S + (S2 + 2λI)1/2)UTL−1. (8)

The transforms learnt for the different loads are utilized for
estimating the loads in the test phase.

B. Test Phase

In this phase, the transform coefficients Zm
test are esti-

mated for each of the loads using the aggregate test data X̄test

∈ RT×(N−n) and the transforms learnt in the training phase.
The coefficients represent the load activations and together
with the respective transform are used to reconstruct the load
waveform. In addition to load waveform reconstruction, it is
essential to accurately pick up the load operation timing. Here,
the timing information of load operation is identified using
few concepts of GSP, where the activations from the training
phase are propagated to the appropriate instant in the test
phase utilizing the graph framework. A graph is constructed
using aggregate power measurements to capture the correlation
between the power measurements. The transform coefficients
Zm are treated as the graph signals where each column of Zm

resides on the corresponding node of the underlying graph.
This is a reasonable representation as similar changes in the
aggregate power measurements most likely correspond to the
same load operation.

Using the aggregate power measurements X̄ , a graph of N
nodes is constructed with T samples residing on each node.
The popular thresholded Gaussian kernel weighting function
is used to estimate the weight matrix which is given as:

W(i, j) = exp(−|dist(i, j)|2/σ2) (9)

where σ is a scaling factor and dist(i, j) is the distance
between the values residing at nodes i and j. To handle
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simultaneous operation of multiple loads, the difference of the
adjacent aggregate power measurements (∆p) are considered
for graph construction. Euclidean distance measure is adopted
to compute the weights of the graph. Using the weight matrix
W , the graph Laplacian L is obtained as [19]: L = DG−W ,
where, DG is the degree matrix of the graph.

Since Zm is partially known (Zm
train being available), the

graph signal corresponding to the test phase can be computed
by minimizing the total variation or increasing the smoothness
of the signal with respect to the underlying graph. In this way,
the signal values gets propagated through the graph from the
training phase to the test phase utilizing the weight information
which reflects the similarity of the power measurements. This
results in the following joint optimization formulation:

min
Zm

‖X̄−
∑

m∈M

(Tm)†Zm‖2F +β
∑
m∈M

tr(ZmLmZm
T ) (10)

where X̄ = [X̄train|X̄test] and Zm = [Zm
train|Zm

test]
are the transform coefficients for load m. Here, † denotes
pseudo inverse and tr() is the trace of the matrix. Lm is the
combinatorial graph Laplacian of the m-th load. The first term
in (10) is the fidelity term which computes the coefficients
using the learnt transforms such that the error is minimized.
The second term is the graph smoothness term which ensures
that estimated coefficients are smooth with respect to the
underlying graph.

As mentioned earlier, the coefficients Zm
train are known

from the training data, hence, solving for Zm reduces to
estimating Zm

test. Since different Lms are not available in
the test phase, (10) is re-formulated to obtain each of the
Lm greedily, starting from the aggregate X̄ . The coefficients
Zm

test are obtained for each load one at a time in an iterative
manner till all loads are disaggregated. This leads to the
following formulation:
min

Zm
test
‖X̄test−(Tm)†Zm

test‖2F +β tr(ZmLmZm
T ). (11)

Minimizing the graph smoothness term in (11) results in the
following expression [11]:
min
Zm

tr(ZmLmZm
T )= min

Zm
test

tr(2Zm
testLm(n+1:N, 1:n)

.(Zm
train)T+Zm

testLm(n+1:N,n+1:N)(Zm
test)T ).

(12)

The solution for Zm
test is obtained by taking a derivative

of (11) with respect to Zm
test and equating it to zero. This

results into a Sylvester equation [20] of the form:
(Tm)†

T
(Tm)†Zm

test
+βZm

testLm(n+1 : N,n+1 : N)

= (Tm)†
T
X̄test − βZm

trainLm(n+ 1 : N, 1 : n)T (13)

from which the coefficients Zm
test are estimated for load

m; these coefficients together with the Tm (learnt during the
training phase) leads to the disaggregated waveform of load
m in the test phase as follows:

X̂m = (Tm)†Zm
test

. (14)

In the direction of resolving superpositions effectively, dis-
aggregation is carried out in an iterative manner starting from

the highest power consuming load (see also [11]). Once the
load is estimated its contribution is removed from both the
total aggregate X̄ and the test aggregate power measurements
X̄test before considering the next load. A new graph is created
using the modified X̄ for the next load and this procedure
repeats till all the loads are disaggregated. Fig. 1 presents the
flow diagram of the proposed TLwG methodology for load
disaggregation with the corresponding pseudo code given in
Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Transform Learning with Graph Smoothness
(TLwG)
Input: Aggregate Power measurements X̄ = [X̄train|X̄test], Load-
specific power data, Xm for m = 1, ..,M loads, K (size of
transforms (atoms)), parameters (λ, µ, β) and maximum number of
iterations Maxitr
Output: Learnt transforms T1,.., TM and estimated loads X̂1, ..,
X̂M

Initialization: Set T1,.., TM to random matrix with real numbers
between 0 and 1 drawn from a uniform distribution. Z1

train =
T1X1,.., ZM

train = TMXM and iteration i = 1

1: procedure TRAINING PHASE
2: Set m = 1
3: while m ≤M do
4: loop: Repeat until convergence (or fixed number of iterations
Maxitr)

5: Zm
train
i ← update using (4) with Tmi

6: Tmi ← update using (6)-(8)
7: i← i+ 1
8: if ‖Tmi − Tmi−1‖F < Tol or i ==Maxitr then
9: m← m+ 1

10: else go to loop
11: end if
12: end while
13: procedure TEST PHASE
14: Set m = 1
15: while m ≤M do
16: Construct graph Lm using X̄ in (9)
17: Compute Zm

test using (13)
18: Estimate the load X̂m using (14)
19: X̄ ← X̄ − [Xm|X̂m]
20: X̄test = X̄test − X̂m

21: m← m+ 1
22: end while

Fig. 1. Flow Diagram of the Proposed TLwG Method for Load Disaggregation

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The proposed methodology for load disaggregation is eval-
uated using both simulated and real datasets for low-sampled
power measurements. For the simulated data, Home Energy
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Simulator (HES) [21] is used to generate aggregate power
measurements at every 15 minutes intervals. The real dataset
makes use of the public UMass Smart Home Dataset [22] with
power measurements sampled at 30 minutes intervals. Results
of the proposed technique is compared against the Dictionary
counterpart (DLwG) [11], the related DDSC [9] and the GSP
technique [10]. Instead of trying to disaggregate all possible
loads, which gets too challenging with low sampled power
measurements, the disaggregation is focused only on the high
power consuming loads with distinct power levels. The popular
F1 score is utilized for load identification. Load consumption
estimation is evaluated using the average percentage accuracy
(%Acc) defined as:

%Acc =
1

N

N∑
i=1

[
1− (|Xact

i −Xpred
i |)

Xact
i

]
× 100 (15)

where Xact is the actual and Xpred is the estimated power
consumption of the load.

The transforms learnt for the different loads make use
of the same atom size K and sparsity threshold µ and
are appropriately tuned for both the datasets. The dictionary
method utilizes the K-SVD toolbox in matlab [23] to learn
the dictionaries for the respective loads with K = 100 atoms
and sparsity threshold τ = 20. Graph is constructed using the
normalized ∆p values of the aggregate power measurements
with σ = 0.5 for both the datasets. To capture the load
operation timings more effectively, higher weightage is given
to the graph smoothness term while estimating the loads. Ac-
cordingly, the value of hyperparameter β is tuned for both the
datasets. The following section presents the results obtained
with the simulated and real dataset for load disaggregation.

A. Results with Simulated Data

As mentioned earlier, Home Energy Simulator is used to
simulate the power consumption profile of the household. The
simulator comprises of load traces from the public REDD [24]
and tracebase datasets [25] sampled at 10 seconds. The data
is downsampled to 15 minutes intervals by taking an average
over a 15 minutes window. Data for 300 days are generated
for the commonly used loads namely, Dryer, Dishwasher,
Geyser, Refrigerator and other low power base loads. Training
is carried out using 190 days data where, transforms (with
K = 96) are learnt for the loads of interest. The remaining
110 days are used for testing.

To compare with the results existing in [11], we considered
the same three loads: Dryer, Dishwasher and Refrigerator.
Fig. 2 presents the load disaggregation results obtained with
the proposed TLwG technique along with ground truth. The
disaggregation results for both load identification and load
consumption estimation obtained with the different methods
are summarized in Table 1. It can be seen, for Dryer, both
the GSP and DLwG techniques have good load identification
accuracy. The consumption estimate is good for both the pro-
posed transform technique and the dictionary counterpart with
the latter being more superior. For other loads, Dishwasher and
Refrigerator, the transform technique performs the best, both

TABLE I
COMPARATIVE RESULTS WITH HES DATASET

Loads Dryer Dishwasher Refrigerator
Algorithms F1 %Acc F1 %Acc F1 %Acc

TLwG 0.85 84.02 0.82 82.04 1 86.25
DLwG [11] 0.91 86.47 0.81 76.60 1 73.48
DDSC [9] 0.43 51.05 0.39 58.48 1 40.51
GSP [10] 0.90 70.59 0.80 67.04 1 63.43

TABLE II
COMPARATIVE RESULTS WITH UMASS DATASET

Loads Dryer AC Furnace
Algorithms F1 %Acc F1 %Acc F1 %Acc

TLwG 0.76 83.69 0.80 73.19 1 62.18
DLwG [11] 0.76 82.83 0.76 76.61 1 71.78
GSP [10] 0.74 44.15 0.67 65.79 1 64.69

in terms of F1 score and %Acc. Refrigerator has F1 score of
1 as it was continuously ON and was correctly detected by
all the methods. It can be seen, the GSP-based technique is
good at load detection than load waveform reconstruction. On
the other hand, the representation learning techniques based
on transform and dictionaries have better load reconstruction
capability. Incorporating the graph structure with transform or
dictionary representation (TLwG and DLwG) results in both
improved load detection and consumption estimation.
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Fig. 2. Disaggregation Results with HES Data

B. Results with Real Data

The publicly available UMass Smart Home Dataset is con-
sidered here which contains power data collected from three
real homes for three years. The load and the aggregate power
data are sampled at 30 minutes intervals. For this dataset, one
year data i.e. 365 days is taken from training and testing is
carried out for the next 100 days. The aggregate power majorly
comprises of Dryer, AC, Furnace, Microwave, Refrigerator and
other low power base loads.

Disaggregation is carried out for Dryer, AC and Furnace.
Fig. 3 presents the disaggregation results for a day using the
TLwG (with K = 48) technique along with ground truth.
Table 2 summarizes the results obtained with all the methods
for load detection and estimation. It can be seen that both
TLwG and DLwG techniques have better performance than
the GSP technique both in terms of F1 score and %Acc.
Contrary to the previous 15 minutes case, TLwG has better
load detection accuracy than load estimation. Furnace has
F1 score of 1 as it was continuously ON and was correctly
detected by all the methods. Comparison with the DDSC
method is not given as its performance was very low (see
also the observations related to DDSC in [11]).

Since the proposed TLwG method disaggregates loads in
an iterative manner, false positives and false negatives of
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Fig. 3. Disaggregation Results with Umass Data

load estimation have a significant impact on the estimation
of next load being considered. Thus, threshold based post-
processing similar to the DLwG method is adopted to limit
the error propagation. It can be seen from Tables 1 & 2
that, as the sampling interval of the power measurements
increases from 15 to 30 minutes, the load detection accuracy
reduces. This is due to the fact, at such long intervals, many
loads exhibit similar operational behavior making it difficult
to disaggregate them. Although the load detection accuracy
decreases, the consumption estimates for the loads using both
TLwG and DLwG techniques are still good. This emphasizes
the importance of learning a good representation of the loads
for improved disaggregation results. It can be observed that the
proposed method provides marginal performance improvement
over the dictionary method (DLwG) in some cases, but is more
computationally efficient (again, see [16]–[18] for more details
on computational aspect comparisons). In summary, TLwG
provides another way of learning the data representation that
has computational advantage over dictionaries without any
significant performance degradation.

IV. CONCLUSION

Towards combining right representation with timing extrac-
tion to address the source separation problems with com-
plex superpositions, this paper presented a method employing
transform based representation learning combined with graph
signal processing to estimate individual load waveforms of
interest. The initial results obtained are very promising. Even
though the application focus is a challenging low-sampled
electrical load disaggregation or non-intrusive load monitoring,
the method can be utilized in other source separation scenarios,
which are becoming important in present day applications due
to ubiquitous use of sensors.
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